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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel variational energy formulation for image segmentation. Traditional

variational energy formulation for image segmentation like that in [1] only incorporates local region

potentials with a Gaussian distribution on each region. We argue that for segmentation of natural objects,

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) needs to be adopted to capture the appearance variation of the objects.

Moreover, we introduce a global image data likelihood potential to address the problem that each local

region usually contains a portion of incorrectly classifiedpixels during the iterations. By combining

it with local region potentials, we obtain more robust and accurate estimation of the foreground and

background distributions. The minimization of the proposed local-global energy functional is achieved

in two steps: the evolution of the foreground and backgroundboundary curve by level set; and the

robust estimation of the foreground and background model byfixed-point iteration, called quasi-semi-

supervised EM, which is particularly suited for the learning problem where some unknown portion of the

data are labeled incorrectly. Extensive experimental results including both business card extraction, road

sign extraction and general object-of-interest segmentation, demonstrate the robustness, effectiveness,

and efficiency of the proposed approach.

Index Terms

Variational energy, Level set, Fixed-point iteration, Model estimation, Semi-supervised learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic extraction of objects of interest (OOI) from still images is an important problem

of early vision with applications in object recognition, image painting, video content analysis,

visual surveillance, etc. Given an arbitrary image, the object of interest is usually subjective, but

it should be at the focus of attention. When one takes a picture of an OOI, one normally tries to

put it roughly at the center. With this weak assumption, we are able to build a fully automatic

system to extract the OOIs. Notice that this assumption doesnot tell us where the boundary of

the OOI is.

In order to extract the OOI, it is desirable to have the foreground and background models. The

extraction of the OOI and the estimation of foreground and background models is intrinsically

a chicken-and-eggproblem. If we have thea priori knowledge of the OOI model, we can

directly separate the OOI from the background like what is done in the geodesic active region

approach [2]. On the other hand, if we have already extractedthe OOI from the image, we can
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easily estimate the OOI and the background models from the segmented image data. Problems

like this are usually solved in an iterative way. At each iteration, the current estimates of the

OOI and background models are fixed first, and the segmentation is performed. Based on the

segmentation, the OOI and background models are then re-estimated. These two steps can be

formulated as an energy minimization problem such as the region competition approach [1]

and the GrabCut system [3]. Both the region competition and the GrabCut techniques model

coherent image regions in a probabilistic way. The region competition algorithm models each

coherent image region as a Gaussian distribution on the pixel intensities. The GrabCut models

both the foreground and background as Gaussian mixture models on the RGB channels of the

pixels. Both algorithms iteratively minimize an energy function whose unknowns include the

segmentation results and the subregion model parameters.

One problem with the iteration process is that at each iteration the model estimation for each

subregion is based on inaccurately labeled image pixels since the initial partition is usually not

perfect. The incorrectly labeled pixels will affect the accuracy of the model parameters which in

turn will affect the subsequent segmentation. How to reducethe negative effect of the incorrectly

labeled pixels is the central focus of this paper.

We propose a novel variational energy formulation for the problem of the OOI extraction,

which combines different image cues including gradient, color distribution, and spatial coherence

of the image pixels. Our energy formulation differentiatesfrom previous works ( [1], [3]) in that

we incorporate a potential function that represents the global image data likelihood. The intuition

of incorporating this term is that instead of just fitting themodels locally for each subregion on

the inaccurately labeled image pixels, we also want to seek for a global description of the whole

image data in the energy minimization process.

The minimization of the proposed energy functional involves two steps: the optimization of

the OOI and background boundary curve by level set with the model distributions fixed; and the

robust estimation of the OOI and background models by a fixed-point iteration with the boundary

curve fixed. The robustness of the model estimation results from incorporating the global image

likelihood potential. What is more interesting is that the fixed-point iteration reveals a robust

computational paradigm of model estimation for Gaussian mixtures when some unknown portion

of the data are labeled incorrectly. This is different from semi-supervised learning because in

semi-supervised learning, the labels are assumed to be correct. To the best of our knowledge, we
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are the first to propose such a machine learning technique which we call quasi-semi-supervised

EM.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the related work will be summarized

and discussed in Section II; the detailed discussion of our variational energy formulation with

the global image likelihood potential is presented in Section III; in Section IV, we describe

the details of the iterative minimization algorithm including the optimization of the boundary

curve by level set, and the detailed derivation of the quasi-semi-supervised EM algorithm for

the robust estimation of the OOI and background models; in Section V, extensive experimental

results on business card scanning, road signs extraction and general OOI extraction are presented

and discussed; finally we conclude and discuss future work inSection VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Image segmentation and foreground/background separationis a fundamental yet difficult prob-

lem in computer vision. There has been a lot of work in this area, and it is formidable to

enumerate all of them. We will only mention a few that are mostrelated to our work.

One popular approach is to formulate the segmentation problem as an energy minimization

problem. This approach can be roughly categorized as two mainstreams: variational energy

minimization which usually involves solving a partial differential equation (PDE), and graph

energy minimization which minimizes an energy function by graph-cut.

The research of image segmentation by variational energy minimization can be traced back

to the active contour SNAKES [4]. Later work include the Mumford-Shah model [5], the active

contour with balloon forces [6], the region competition algorithm [1], the geodesic active con-

tours [7], the active contour without edges [8], the geodesic active region [2], etc. The energy

functionals constructed in this track are usually formulated on the region boundary curves [4],

[6], [7] and/or over the regions partitioned by the boundarycurves [1], [8], [2]. In practice,

energy functionals based purely on image gradient information like what was proposed in [4],

[6], [7] are easy to get stuck in a local optima especially when there are many spurious edges

in the image. On the other hand, using the intensity, color and texture distributions [1], [8], [2]

of the image pixels over the regions to formulate the energy functional can largely overcome

this problem. In principle, we can obtain a better energy formulation by combining the edge

information and the feature distribution of the image pixels [2]. The minimization of this type of
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variational energy has evolved from the traditional finite difference method (FDM) [4], [1] and

the finite element method (FEM) [6] to the more advanced levelset method [9], [10], [7], [8], [2].

There are a lot of work on the implementation of the level set method to reduce the computation

involved during the evolution of the implicit level set surface, such as the narrow-band level

set method [11], the level set without re-initialization [12] and the fast level set implementation

without solving PDEs [13]. In fact, all these efficient levelset algorithms take advantage of the

property of the signed distance function [14], which is usually adopted as the implicit level set

surface [2], [12], [13].

Formulating the problem of image segmentation as an energy minimization (or a posterior

distribution maximization) to be solved by graph cut can be justified by the theory of Markov

random field (MRF) [15], [16]. A lot of successful results have been proposed in recent years

such as the interactive object extraction [17], [18], [19] and the iterative Grab-cut system [3],

where an efficient min-cut/max-flow algorithm proposed in [20] is adopted to minimize the

energy function. This min-cut/max-flow algorithm is guaranteed to find the global optimal for

certain types of energy functions which satisfy the property that they are functions of binary

variables, submodular, and can be written as the sum of termsinvolving at most three variables

at a time [21]. For energy functions with multi-label variables, approximate solution can be

obtained by using the algorithm proposed in [22] which utilize a sequence of binary moves such

as alpha-expansion, alpha-beta swap and k-jumps, etc.. Although there are efficient polynomial

time min-cut/max-flow algorithms [20], the types of energy functions it can minimize are still

limited [21]. A more general but less efficient algorithm, which can sample from arbitrary

posterior distributions and thus can minimize a more general set of energy functions, is the

Swendsen-Wang cut [23], [24] and the generalized m-way Swendsen-Wang cut [25].

Both the variational energy minimization approach and the graph energy minimization ap-

proach share the same methodology: formulating an energy function and solving the resulting

optimization problem. What make them different are the different optimization strategies being

used. The variational energy minimization can be convertedto a PDE and solved by FDM [4],

[1], FEM [6] and level set [2], while the graph energy minimization could be solved by min-

cut/max-flow algorithms such as the one in [20] and the Swendsen-Wang cut [23], [24], [25].

What kind of optimization scheme is more suited is usually determined by the type of objective

function. The objective function is also a main factor determining the quality of the segmentation
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results. Therefore, it is misleading to only ask question “which method, graph cut or level set,

produces better image segmentation results”, since it all depends on the objective function. While

it is extremely important to study various optimization schemes, this paper mainly focuses on a

better and justifiable energy function formulation.

We propose a novel local-global variational energy functional for the problem of extracting

the foreground OOI from static images. The novelty comes from the incorporation of a global

image data likelihood potential that seeks for a global description of all the pixels in the image.

This addresses the problem that during the iterations the GMM model for each region (e.g.

foreground or background) is estimated locally from the pixels in the currently estimated region

which is in general different from the true region. Basically on one hand the estimated region

may contain only a portion of the pixels that belong to the true region, and on the other hand

it may contain pixels that do not belong to the true region. Note that the proposed variational

energy functional can not be optimized by a graph-cut technique because it is not clear how to

incorporate the curve energy term into a graph-cut optimization scheme. We choose to use a level

set approach and a novel quasi-semi-supervised EM algorithm to carry out the optimization.

III. ROBUST VARIATIONAL FORMULATION

The definition of “homogeneity” is critical for any image segmentation algorithm. It is natural

to model the homogeneity of an image region using a probabilistic distribution. For example, a

Gaussian distribution on the pixel intensity was adopted in[1], and a learned Gaussian mixture

model for each texture region was adopted in [2].

Our goal is to extract a foreground object from the background. It is not realistic to assume the

foreground object or the background region is a single Gaussian distribution. We instead model

the feature distributions of both the foreground and the background regions as Gaussian mixtures.

Denote the foreground image asF , the background image asB, the image dataI = F ∪B and

u(x, y) as the feature vector at image coordinate(x, y), we have

PF(u(x, y)) = P (u(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ F) =
KF∑

i=1

πF
i N (u(x, y)|~µF

i , ΣF
i )

PB(u(x, y)) = P (u(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ B) =
KB∑

i=1

πB
i N (u(x, y)|~µB

i , ΣB
i ), (1)
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where πi, ~µi and Σi are, respectively, the mixture weight, the mean and the covariance of

the corresponding Gaussian components, andKF and KB represent the number of Gaussian

components in each of the Gaussian mixtures.

Assuming the image pixels are drawni.i.d. from the two Gaussian mixtures, the image data

likelihood is simply a mixture model of the foreground and background distributions, that is,

PI(u(x, y)) = ωFPF(u(x, y)) + ωBPB(u(x, y)), s.t., ωF + ωB = 1, (2)

whereωF = P ((x, y) ∈ F) and ωB = P ((x, y) ∈ B) are the prior probabilities that a pixel is

drawn from the foreground and background, respectively.

A. Local region potential

DenoteAF and AB as the estimated foreground and background regions respectively. Let

I denote the whole image data, that is,I = AF ∪ AB. The quality of the estimation can be

evaluated by the joint likelihood probabilities of he foreground and background pixels, i.e.,

Ehl =
∏

(x,y)∈AF

P (u(x, y), (x, y) ∈ F)
∏

(x,y)∈AB

P (u(x, y), (x, y) ∈ B)

=
∏

(x,y)∈AF

ωFPF(u(x, y))
∏

(x,y)∈AB

ωBPB(u(x, y)), (3)

Taking the logarithm on both sides of Equation 3, we obtain the local region likelihood potential

as

Eh =
∫

(x,y)∈AF

{log PF(u(x, y)) + log ωF} +
∫

(x,y)∈AB

{log PB(u(x, y)) + log ωB}. (4)

Our local region potential energy in Equation 4 is more general than the energy function adopted

in [1], [2] since we have incorporated the prior probabilities of the foreground and background.

In the case where we have no prior knowledge aboutωF and ωB and set them both to1
2
, the

local region potential in Equation 4 boils down to what is used in [1], [2].

B. Global image data likelihood potential

The maximization ofEh with respect to the regionsAF andAB and the probability distribution

is achicken-and-eggproblem. If we knowωF , ωB, PF andPB, we can easily identify the optimal

AF andAB, and vice versa. In practice, the regions and the probability parameters are solved

alternatively. At each iteration,AF andAB are fixed first while the probability parameters are
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solved to maximizeEh. Then the probability parameters are fixed while the regionsbecome

unknowns to solve for.

Notice that Equation 4 only independently evaluates the fitness of the estimated foreground

and background region. When the estimated foreground and background regions are close to

the ground truth, Equation 4 gives the maximum likelihood estimation for the probability model

which makes perfect sense. But in practice,AF and AB are usually quite different from the

ground truth during the iteration process. In other words,AF may not contain all the pixels in

the foreground, and furthermore, it may contain pixels which belong to the background. The same

problem exists withAB. This affects the accuracy of the probability model parameters which in

turn affects the subsequent segmentation. To address this problem, we propose to incorporate a

global image data likelihood that seeks for a global description of the entire image data.

Since the image pixels can be regarded asi.i.d. samples drawn fromPI(u(x, y)), the global

image data likelihood is the following:

Ell =
∏

(x,y)∈AF∪AB

PI(u(x, y)) =
∏

(x,y)∈I

ωFPF(u(x, y)) + ωBPB(u(x, y)). (5)

By taking the logarithm, the global image data likelihood potential is finally obtained as

El =
∫

(x,y)∈I
log PI(u(x, y)) =

∫

(x,y)∈I
log{ωFPF(u(x, y)) + ωBPB(u(x, y))}. (6)

C. Boundary potential

Image edges provide strong cues for segmentation. There hasbeen a significant literature

which incorporate edge information into a variational energy function such as the SNAKES [4],

the active contour model with balloons [6] and the geodesic active contour [26], to list a few.

Since the geodesic active contour overcomes some of the intrinsic limitations of SNAKES, we

adopt a similar formulation to obtain the optimal boundaryΓ(c) : c ∈ [0, 1] → (x, y) ∈ R2,

which is a closed curve between the regionAF and the regionAB such thatΓ(c) = AF ∩AB.

The energy term corresponding to edge information is

Ee(Γ(c)) =
∫ 1

0

1

1 + |gx(Γ(c))| + |gy(Γ(c))|
|Γ̇(c)|dc =

∫ 1

0
G(Γ(c))|Γ̇(c)|dc (7)

wheregx and gy are the image gradient at the image coordinate(x, y), and Γ̇(c) is the first

order derivative of the boundary curve. MinimizingEe(Γ(c)) will align the boundary curveΓ(c)

to the image pixels with the maximum image gradient whileΓ̇(c) will impose the first order

smoothness constraint on the boundary curve.
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D. Boundary, region and data likelihood synergism

There has been a lot of work that formulate the image segmentation as a variational energy

minimization problem such as the region competition [1] andthe geodesic active region [2]. We

also use a variational energy minimization approach. Our energy functional is

Ep(Γ(c), PI) = αEe − βEh − γEl

= α

∫ 1

0

1

1 + |gx(Γ(c))| + |gy(Γ(c))|
|Γ̇(c)|dc

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ee

− β

(∫

AF

{log PF(u) + log ωF} +
∫

AB

{log PB(u) + log ωB}
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Eh

− γ

∫

AF∪AB

log{ωFPF(u) + ωBPB(u)}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

El

, (8)

where α, β and γ are positive numbers withα + β + γ = 1. They are intended to balance

different energy terms.

Compared with the formulation of the potential energy in theregion competition [1] and the

geodesic active region [2], the uniqueness of our formulation is that none of their formulation

incorporated theglobal image data likelihood potential. Moreover, the region competition ap-

proach [1] assumes a Gaussian distribution for each homogenous region while we use Gaussian

mixtures to model the foreground and background. In the geodesic active region approach [2],

the foreground and background distributions are pre-trained which renders the potential energy

to be only dependent on the boundary curveΓ(c).

E. General machine learning problem behind the joint local-global energy

The estimation of the image data model by minimizing the joint global likelihood energy and

the local region energy indeed reveals a very interesting machine learning problem, i.e., learning

with inaccurately labeled data set. It can be stated more rigorously as the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1:Let D = {di|1 = 1 . . . n} be a i.i.d. data set drawn from a mixture data

modelP (d|Θ) = ω1P1(d|Θ1) + ω2P2(d|Θ2), whereω1 + ω2 = 1 andΘ = {ωi,Θi, i = 1, 2}.

AssumeL = {li|li ∈ {1, 2}, i = 1 . . . n} be the unknown ground truth binary label set indicating

that eachdi is drawn fromPli(d|Θli). Suppose we have an inaccurate label setZ = {zi|zi ∈
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{1, 2}, i = 1 . . . n} where an unknown portionE = {zi|zi 6= li} are incorrectly labeled. Then the

problem is that givenD andZ, how could we robustly estimatePD(d|Θ), or more concrete the

model parametersΘ?

In principle, this is a parameter estimation problem in between of purely supervised parameter

learning and purely unsupervised parameter learning, since we do have labeled data set but the

labels are not accurate. Just considering the situation that all the labels are correct, i.e.,E = ∅,

we can easily estimateΘ by the routine maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Without loss of

any generality, if over50% of the data points have been erroneously labeled, the labelswill not

provide any helpful information for the estimation of the parameters since a random guess of the

label may do better than the labels provided. In this case, the parameters of the data model can

only be estimated by unsupervised learning algorithm such as the popular EM algorithm [27].

DenoteD1 = {di|zi = 1} andD2 = {di|zi = 2}, we haveD = D1 ∪ D2. Mathematically,

the purely supervised learning targets on maximizing the following log likelihood function in

Equation 9.

log PD1D2
=

∑

D1

{log ω1 + log P1(d|Θ1)} +
∑

D2

{log ω2 + log P2(d|Θ2)} . (9)

It is easy to figure out that Equation 9 exactly corresponds tothe local region potential in our

variational energy forumlation in Equation 8 for the image segmentation problem. On the other

hand, purely unsupervised learning aims at maximizing the following joint data log likelihood

function in Equation 10.

log PD =
∑

D

{ω1P1(d|Θ1) + ω2P2(d|Θ2)} . (10)

It is also easy to figure out that Equation 10 exactly corresponds to the global data likelihood

potential in Equation 8. For the problem stated in the proposition 3.1, if E 6= ∅ and there is a

significant part (e.g., over 60%) of the labels which have been correctly labeled, both the purely

supervised learning scheme and purely unsupervised learning scheme are not suitable. Intuitively,

purely supervised learning scheme may result in a very biased estimation due to the erroneously

labeled data points. On the other hand, purely unsupervisedlearning scheme totally ignores the

useful information from the correctly labeled data points.Ideally, we should effectively utilize

the correctly labeled data and reduce the effects of the erroneously labeled data to the minimum

for the robust estimation of the model parameters. To achieve this, we propose to maximize the
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following combined log likelihood function, i.e.,

FD = α log PD1D2
+ (1 − α) logPD (11)

= α







∑

D1

{log ω1 + log P1(d|Θ1)} +
∑

D2

{log ω2 + log P2(d|Θ2)}







+ (1 − α)

{
∑

D

{ω1P1(d|Θ1) + ω2P2(d|Θ2)}

}

, (12)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 should be set to make a balancing between the supervised learning and

unsupervised learning scheme based on our confidence about the correctness of the labels. It

is intuitive to see that maximize this combined log likelihood function will fit the data model

locally with the labeled data and at the same time seek for a global description of the whole

data to reduce the effects of those erroneously labeled datato the minimum. We name this type

of problem as aquasi-semi-supervisedlearning problem.

IV. ENERGY MINIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

Since we do not have a pre-specified image data modelPI(u), it is obvious that the variational

energy functional we formulated in Equation 8 relies on two sets of functions, i.e., the boundary

curve Γ(c), and the the image data modelPI(u). Therefore, we propose a two step iterative

process to minimize the energy functional, i.e., at one step, with fixed PI(u), we minimize the

energy with respect to theΓ(c). While at the other step, we minimize the energy functional

with respect toPI(u) with a fixed boundaryΓ(c). Each step will guarantee to minimize the

variational energy, we present more details of the two stepsas follows.

A. Boundary optimization by level set

In the first step of our iterative minimization scheme, we fixPF(u), PB(u), ωF andωB, and

minimize the functional with respect toΓ(c). This can be achieved by gradient decent, e.g., take

the variation ofEp(Γ(c), PF , PB) with respect toΓ(c), we have

∂Ep

∂Γ(c)
= β log

[

ωFPF(u(Γ(c)))

ωBPB(u(Γ(c)))

]

· ~n(Γ(c))

+ α [G(Γ(c))K(Γ(c)) −∇G(Γ(c))·~n(Γ(c))] · ~n(Γ(c)), (13)

where~n(·) represents the normal line pointing outwards from the boundary curveΓ(c), K(·) is

the curvature, and all the function values should be evaluated on the boundary curveΓ(c). One
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interesting observation here is that the form of the partialvariation in Equation 13 is almost the

same as that in [2] except the mixture weightsωF and ωB. This means that the image data

likelihood potentialEl does not affect the partial variation of the energy functional with respect

to the curve. This is easy to understand because theEl is evaluated on the whole image, it does

not rely on the boundary curveΓ(c).

We propose to use level set to implement the above partial derivative equations, i.e., at each

time instantt during the optimization of the curve,Γ(c, t) is represented as the zero level set of

a 2 dimensional function or surfaceϕ(x, y, t), i.e., Γ(c, t) := {(x, y)|ϕ(x, y, t) = 0}. Following

the literature [2], [26], we defineϕ(x, y, t) to be a signed distance function, i.e.,

ϕ(x, y, t) =







d((x, y), Γ(c, t)) , (x, y) ∈ AF \ Γ(c, t)

0 , (x, y) ∈ Γ(c, t)

−d((x, y), Γ(c, t)) , (x, y) ∈ AB \ Γ(c, t)

(14)

where d(·) is the Euclidean distance from the point(x, y) to Γ(c, t) which is defined as the

shortest possible distance from(x, y) to any points inΓ(c, t). We have

∂ϕ(x, y, t)

∂t
= β log

[

ωFPF(u(x, y))

ωBPB(u(x, y))

]

|∇ϕ(·)|

+ α

[

G(x, y)K(x, y) −∇G(x, y) ·
∇ϕ(·)

|∇ϕ(·)|

]

|∇ϕ(·)| (15)

where

K(x, y) =
ϕxxϕ

2
y − 2ϕxyϕxϕy + ϕyyϕ

2
x

(ϕ2
x + ϕ2

y)
3

2

, (16)

among whichϕx andϕy, andϕxx, ϕyy andϕxy are the set of first order partial derivatives and

the set of second order partial derivatives ofϕ(x, y, t), respectively.

The evolution ofϕ(x, y, t) over time t is then implemented by replacing the derivatives by

discrete differences, i.e., the partial derivative with respect tot is approximated by forward

differences and the partial derivative with respect tox and y are approximated by central

differences. In principle, the evolution of the surface is evaluated by

ϕ(x, y, t + τ) = ϕ(x, y, t) + τ ·

{

β log

[

ωFPF(u(x, y))

ωBPB(u(x, y))

]

|∇ϕ(·)|

+ α

[

G(x, y)K(x, y) −∇G(x, y) ·
∇ϕ(·)

|∇ϕ(·)|

]

|∇ϕ(·)|

}

, (17)

whereτ is the discrete time step. We haveΓ(c, t + τ) = {(x, y)|ϕ(x, y, t + τ) = 0}.
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B. Image data model estimation

In the second step of our iterative minimization scheme, we fix the the boundary curveΓ(c)

and minimize the energy functional with respect toPF(u), PB(u), ωF andωB at the same time.

In other words, by fixingAF andAB, we minimize the functional with respect toPI(u). In

principle, this involves to minimize the variational energy with respect to all the parametersΘ

of PI(u), i.e.,

Θ =
{

ωF , ωB, {πF
i , ~µF

i , ΣF
i }

KF

i=1, {π
B
i , ~µB

i , ΣB
i }

KB

i=1

}

. (18)

Take the derivative ofEp with respect to each parameter inΘ, we have

∂Ep

∂ωF
= β

∫

AF

1

ωF
+ γ

∫

I

PF(u)

ωFPF(u) + ωBPB(u)
(19)

∂Ep

∂ωB
= β

∫

AB

1

ωB
+ γ

∫

I

PB(u)

ωFPF(u) + ωBPB(u)
(20)

∂Ep

∂πF
i

= β

∫

AF

ωFN (u|~µF
i , ΣF

i )

ωFPF(u)
+ γ

∫

I

ωFN (u|~µF
i ΣF

i )

ωFPF(u) + ωBPB(u)
(21)

∂Ep

∂µF
i

= β

∫

AF

ωFπF
i N (u|~µF

i , ΣF
i )(ΣF

i )−1(u − ~µF
i )

ωFPF(u)

+ γ

∫

I

ωFπF
i N (u|~µF

i ΣF
i )(ΣF

i )−1(u− ~µF
i )

ωFPF(u) + ωBPB(u)
(22)

∂Ep

∂ΣF
i

= β

∫

AF

ωFπF
i N (u|~µF

i , ΣF
i )(ΣF

i )−1
[

(u− ~µF
i )(u− ~µF

i )T (ΣF
i )−1 − I

]

2ωFPF(u)

+ γ

∫

I

ωFπF
i N (u|~µF

i , ΣF
i )(ΣF

i )−1
[

(u − ~µF
i )(u − ~µF

i )T (ΣF
i )−1 − I

]

2[ωFPF(u) + ωBPB(u)]
(23)

∂Ep

∂πB
i

= β

∫

AB

ωBN (u|~µB
i , ΣB

i )

ωBPB(u)
+ γ

∫

I

ωBN (u|~µB
i ΣB

i )

ωFPF(u) + ωBPB(u)
(24)

∂Ep

∂µB
i

= β

∫

AB

ωBπB
i N (u|~µB

i , ΣB
i )(ΣB

i )−1(u − ~µ)

ωBPB(u)

+ γ

∫

AB∪AB

ωBπB
i N (u|~µB

i ΣB
i )(ΣB

i )−1(u − ~µ)

ωFPF (u) + ωBPB(u)
(25)

∂Ep

∂ΣB
i

= β

∫

AB

ωBπB
i N (u|~µB

i , ΣB
i )(ΣB

i )−1
[

(u − ~µ)(u− ~µ)T (ΣB
i )−1 − I

]

2ωBPB(u)

+ γ

∫

I

ωBπB
i N (u|~µB

i , ΣB
i )(ΣB

i )−1
[

(u− ~µ)(u− ~µ)T (ΣB
i )−1 − I

]

2[ωFPF(u) + ωBPB(u)]
, (26)

where I is the identity matrix. Set all the derivatives to zero and after some mathematical
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manipulation, we easily come up with the following fixed-point equations, i.e.,

ω∗
F =

β
∫

AF
1 + γ

∫

I
2ωFPF (u)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

γ
∫

I
PF (u)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

(27)

ω∗
B =

β
∫

AB
1 + γ

∫

I
2ωBPB(u)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

γ
∫

I
PB(u)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

(28)

πF∗
i =

β
∫

AF

πF

i
N (u|~µF

i
,ΣF

i
)

ωFPF (u)

β
∫

AF

2N (u|~µF
i

,ΣF
i

)

ωFPF (u)
+ γ

∫

I
N (u|~µF

i
,ΣF

i
)

ωFPF(u)+ωBPB(u)

(29)

~µF∗
i =

β
∫

AF

uN (u|~µF

i
,ΣF

i
)

ωFPF (u)
+ γ

∫

I
uN (u|~µF

i
,ΣF

i
)

ωFPF(u)+ωBPB(u)

β
∫

AF

N (u|~µF
i

,ΣF
i

)

ωFPF (u)
+ γ

∫

I
N (u|~µF

i
,ΣF

i
)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

(30)

ΣF∗
i =

β
∫

AF

(u−~µF

i
)(u−~µF

i
)T N (u|~µF

i
,ΣF

i
)

ωFPF (u)
+ γ

∫

I
(u−~µF

i
)(u−~µF

i
)T N (u|~µF

i
,ΣF

i
)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

β
∫

AF

N (u|~µF
i

,ΣF
i

)

ωFPF(u)
+ γ

∫

I
N (u|~µF

i
,ΣF

i
)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

(31)

πB∗
i =

β
∫

AB

πB
i N (u|~µB

i ,ΣB
i )

ωBPB(u)

β
∫

AB

2N (u|~µB
i

,ΣB
i
)

ωBPB(u)
+ γ

∫

I
N (u|~µB

i
,ΣB

i
)

ωFPF(u)+ωBPB(u)

(32)

~µB∗
i =

β
∫

AB

uN (u|~µB
i ,ΣB

i )

ωBPB(u)
+ γ

∫

I
uN (u|~µB

i ,ΣB
i )

ωFPF(u)+ωBPB(u)

β
∫

AB

N (u|~µB
i

,ΣB
i
)

ωBPB(u)
+ γ

∫

I
N (u|~µB

i
,ΣB

i
)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

(33)

ΣB∗
i =

β
∫

AB

(u−~µB
i )(u−~µB

i )T N (u|~µB
i ,ΣB

i )

ωBPB(u)
+ γ

∫

I
(u−~µB

i )(u−~µB
i )T N (u|~µB

i ,ΣB
i )

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

β
∫

AB

N (u|~µB

i
,ΣB

i
)

ωBPB(u)
+ γ

∫

I
N (u|~µB

i
,ΣB

i
)

ωFPF (u)+ωBPB(u)

, (34)

which are also subject to the constraints that

ω∗
F + ω∗

B = 1,
KF∑

i=1

πF
i = 1,

KB∑

i=1

πB
i = 1. (35)

Therefore, we must ensure that we normalize these weights ateach iteration of the fixed-point

iterations.

This set of fixed-point equations can be interpreted as a robust quasi-semi-supervised EM

algorithm for Gaussian mixture models, where we have inaccurate labels of the data in a 2-class

classification problem, and each class can be represented bya Gaussian mixture model. It turns

out that the robust estimation of the data distribution, andthus the probabilistic distribution for

each of the class could be achieved by fixed-point iteration similar to that in Equation 27 to

Equation 34. This is just a specific result on Gaussian mixture models on the general machine

learning problem we have discussed in Section III-E.
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Here the foreground and background image pixels are the two classes we would want to

discriminate, andAF andAB can be regarded as the inaccurate labeling of the foregroundand

background pixels. The fixed-point equations we have derived try to make a balancing between

the estimation from the labeled data and the unsupervised estimation. The erroneous labeled

data will be given less weight during the fixed-point iteration. This can be easily observed in

Equation 30, the first integral of the numerator overAF is in fact the estimation from the

inaccurately labeled data, and the second integration of the numerator overI = AF ∪ AB is a

soft classification of the image pixels by the current estimation of the data likelihood model.

Those image pixels which have been labeled to be inAF , and which have also been classified

with high confidence as foreground pixels will be given more weight. This will result in a more

robust estimation of the data distribution since the effects of those erroneously labeled data will

be suppressed. This has also been demonstrated in our experiments in Section V.

V. EXPERIMENTS: EXTRACTING OBJECTS AT THE FOCUS OF ATTENTION

Although the formulation of the proposed method is very general to handle image segmentation

in a general setting, we focus on a more specific application,i.e., the extraction of object at the

focus of attention. The basic assumption is that when one takes an image of an object of interest,

he will usually locate it in the center of the image. This weakassumption does not affect our

formulation, but makes the fully automatic extraction possible.

A. Validation of minimizing the local-global energy on numerical example

We use a synthetic numerical example to demonstrate the effectiveness of minimizing the

local-global energy in the problem of model estimation withinaccurately labeled data. The

ground truth data model is

P (d|Θ) = ω1P1(d|Θ1) + ω2P2(d|Θ2)

= 0.5 (0.4N (d|10, 25) + 0.6N (d|30, 25))

+ 0.5 (0.3N (d|50, 25) + 0.7N (d|70, 25)) (36)

whereN (d|µ, σ2) represents a Gaussian distribution with meanµ and varianceσ2. Then Θ

represents the set of parameters for all the Gaussian mixture models. We then randomly draw

a setD of 20000 data samples from the data model and during the sampling process, we also
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Fig. 1. Comparison of minimizing the local energy and joint local-global energy function. From left to right are the estimation

results of the ground truth, the result of minimizing the local-global energy and the result of minimizing only the localenergy.

recorded the setL of ground-truth labels, which indicates whether a sample isfrom P1 or P2,

and we denoteL1 = {li = 1} andL2 = {li = 2}. To simulate the situation of erroneous labeling,

we randomly exchange30% of the labels betweenL1 andL2. We then denote the exchanged

label set asZ1 andZ2 which are supposed to be the known condition.

We then compared the model estimation results of only maximizing the local log likelihood (or

equivalently minimizing the local energy due to the negative sign) in Equation 9 and the results

of maximizing the local-global log likelihood (or equivalently minimizing the local-global energy

due to the negative sign) in Equation 10. Figure 1(b) shows the model estimated by minimizing

the local-global energy function, Figure 1(c) shows the model estimated by only minimizing the

local energy function. Compared with the ground truth modelpresented in Figure 1(a), we can

easily see that the model estimated by local-global energy minimization is far more close to the

real model than the model estimated by the local energy minimization.

Since30% erroneous labels is significant, we setα to be0.05 to balance more toward the global

energy function. In the experiments, the local-global energy minimization is performed by fixed

point iteration similar to what has been derived in Section IV-B, namely quasi-semi-supervised

EM. The local energy minimization is performed by applying the classical EM algorithm [27] to

fitting the two Gaussian mixtures independently on the two data sets induced byZ1 andZ2. For

both algorithms, we randomly choose10 different initializations and the best results on the10

runs are adopted for comparison. We have extensively run thealgorithm with different setting

of the ground truth data model parameters. We generally observe similar results as shown in

Figure 1.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 2. Card segmentation results.

B. Automatic extraction of business card from images

We have constructed a fully automatic real-time system to extract business card from still

images of unconstrained background. We can then rectify theshape of the extracted business

card to be a rectangle with the correct physical aspect ratioby using techniques similar to that

in [28]. We further enhance the rectified image, e.g., enhance the contrast of the rectified image

by transforming it through a “S” shaped Hermite curve interpolated according the intensity

distribution of the image pixels.

In summary, the whole system is composed of three sub-systems, namely the segmentation

subsystem, the shape rectification subsystem and the image enhancement subsystem.

1) Business card segmentation:The segmentation of the business card in the image is achieved

by the proposed algorithm. The output of the sub-system is a clock-wise chain code of the image

coordinates of the closed boundary of the business card region identified, along with the labeling

of whether a pixel belongs to the business card or background. Some implementation details

and explanation are as follows:
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• INPUT: The input is a color image, and the image feature vectoru adopted is a five

dimensional vector{L, U, V, x, y}, whereL, U and V are the color pixel values in the

LUV color space andx and y are the coordinates of the pixels in the image. We adopt

the LUV color space because it was specially designed to best approximate perceptually

uniform color spaces [29]. That will facilitate to obtain a meaningful segmentation as the

perceived color difference in theLUV space is very coherent to be an Euclidean metric.

• MODEL: The foreground object modelPF is a 2-component mixture of Gaussian, which

models the bright sheet and dark characters of most of the business card. The background

model PB is a 8-component mixture of Gaussian, which should cover most of the pixels

located in the boundary of the image coordinate.

• INITIALIZATION OF SURFACE: The initial level set surface is initialized by a signed distance

transform with respect to a rectangle located in the center of the image with length and

width of 1
8

of the image width and length.

• INITIALIZATION OF FOREGROUND MODEL: Firstly, we sort the pixels inside the initial

rectangle according to their intensity valueL. Then we takeKF = 2 average values of

the 5-dimensional feature vectors of the lightest10% pixels and the darkest10% pixels

respectively as the seeds for the mean-shift mode seeking onthe feature space of the

whole image. The two modes obtained are then adopted as the initialization of ~µF
1 and

~µF
2 . The mixture weightsπF

1 andπF
2 are both initialized to be0.5. Each covariance matrix

ΣF
i is initialized as the same diagonal covariance matrix, i.e., the variances of the spatial

components(x, y) are initialized as1
5

of the image width and height, respectively. The

variances of the color components{L, U, V } are all initialized as 25. Note we do not make

much effort to tune these initialization parameters.

• INITIALIZATION OF BACKGROUND MODEL : The KB = 8 average feature vectors of pixels

inside eight10 × 10 rectangles, which are circled around the margin of the image, are

adopted as the initialization of the mean-shift mode seeking algorithm in the full image

feature space. The eight recovered feature modes are then adopted as the initialization of

each~µB
i of PB(u). The covariance matricesΣB

i , i = 1, . . . , 8 have the same initialization

with those of the foreground modelPF(u). All the πB
i s are set to be1

8
.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Some failure cases of the variational energy formulation without the global image data likelihood energy.

• INITIALIZATION OF FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND MIXTURE WEIGHT: The mixture weights

ωF andωB are initialized to be equal to1
2
.

• CONVERGENCE CRITERION: Whenever the foreground region has less than1% change in

two consecutive iterations, we consider the algorithm is converged. However, this criterion

is very rough but it meets the requirement of the business card extraction system. We also

set a maximum iteration number of30 in case the1% change criterion can not be achieved

within the processing time we can tolerate.

Note that these settings are applied to all the experiments performed and reported in this

paper. We present some segmentation results of different business card in various background in

Figure 2. The closed boundary of the business card is overlayed in red. We can generally obtain

satisfactory segmentation results, i.e, we achieve over95% successful rate on over300 images

tested. We regard a segmentation result to be successful if it is almost matched with the region

which would be segmented by human perception.

For comparison, we have also run the algorithm from the variational energy formulation

without the global image data likelihood included. Now in the step of estimating the distribution

PF and PB (ωF and ωB are not necessary any more), we apply classical EM algorithm[27]

to fit PF and PB independently on the current partitionAF andAB. Although the algorithm

works with some of the images, it generally performs less robust than the proposed local-global

energy minimization algorithm. Some of the typical failureexamples of the variational energy

formulation without the global energy term are shown in Figure 3. The reason for the failure is

that without seeking a global description of the image data,perform EM independently on the

inaccurately partitionedAF andAB may result in a biased estimation ofPF andPB, this will
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not ensure good segmentation results.

As pointed out in [30], estimating the Gaussian mixture models in a purely unsupervised

fashion can hardly keep the identity of the Gaussian component of the OOI (such as the hand

in their case). Thus they proposed a restricted EM algorithmwhich fixes the mean of the OOI

Gaussian component throughout the EM iterations. It assumes that the initial estimation is good

enough which may be too strong in many practical situations.Given that we assume more general

Gaussian mixture model for the OOI, the initially estimatedmodel is usually not accurate. Thus

we have to refine it during the fixed-point iterations. We do not have the identity problem because

we combine the global energy with the local region energy.

2) Shape rectification:The physical shape of a business card is usually rectangle. However,

in the image formation process, the rectangle shape will usually be projected as a quadrangle

shape in the image. Thus the texts on the business card in the image will be skewed. It would

be nice to re-transform the quadrangle shape back to a rectangle with the physical aspect ratio

of the business card so we can also rectify the skewed text at the same time.

Since the business card is a planar object, it is well known that this can be easily achieved by

a homography transform. It is also well known that only four pairs of correspondence points are

needed to solve for a homography matrix. In fact, it is natural to choose the four corner points

of the quadrangle since they are direct correspondence of the four corner points of the physical

business card. To make the rectified text to look natural, at least we still need to estimate the

physical aspect ratio of the business card since we have no way to obtain the physical size of the

business card from a single view image. Fortunately, by making reasonable assumptions about

the camera model which are easy to satisfy, if we have the image coordinates of the four corner

points of the quadrangle, it has been shown in [28] that the physical aspect ratio of the rectangle

can be robustly estimated given that the quadrangle is the projection of a physical rectangle

shape.

Therefore, now the problem we need to address is to locate thefour corner points of the

quadrangle in the image. Since the segmentation subsystem returns to us the clock-wise chain

code of the closed boundary of the business card, it greatly facilitate us to achieve this goal.

Note that the corner points may not necessary to be on the boundary curve we obtained because

it is common that one corner point be occluded by the fingers ofthe people who is holding it,

e.g., see Figure 2(a), (b), (d), (g), (h), (i), (j), (k) and (l) for a few examples. Our solution is
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(i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 4. Results of Curve Simplification.

to fit four lines to find a best quadrangle based on the boundarycurve points and business card

region. This can be achieved by the following steps.

• CURVE SIMPLIFICATION : The boundary chain code we have obtained is a dense polygon

representation of the segmented area, i.e., each vertex point is in the3×3 neighborhood of

its neighboring vertex. This usually results in over200 vertex points. As we can easily see

from Figure 2, this is too redundant. Without losing much accuracy, the curve simplification

procedure try to reduce the vertex to10 ∼ 20. Denote the set ofn vertex points we

obtained from the segmentation subsystem asV = {v0,v1,v2, . . . ,vn−1} with v0 also be

the neighbor ofvn−1, we perform the following two steps for curve simplification, i.e.,

– Multi-scale corner point detection: Denote(i)m = i mod m, for i =

0, . . . , n − 1, check to see if
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(v(i−j)n
− vi) · (v(i+j)n

− vi)

‖v(i−j)n
− vi‖‖v(i+j)n

− vi‖

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
< 0.98 = cos(10o) (37)

are satisfied for allj = 1, . . . , m (we usually choosem = 20). If yes, we keepvi in our

vertex set, otherwise we remove it from the vertex set. This step in principle removes
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Fig. 5. Quadrangle fitting of business card.

vertex points with too small transition over multiple scales. We denote the reducedm

vertex set as̃V = {ṽ0, ṽ1, ṽ2, . . . , ṽm−1} where ṽ0 and ṽm−1 are again neighboring

vertex.

– Iterative minimum error vertex pruning: For i = 0, . . . , m−1, evaluate

di = d(ṽi, ṽ(i−1)m
ṽ(i+1)m

) the Euclidean distance from̃vi to the straight line formed

by its backward and forward neighbor verticesṽ(i−1)m
and ṽ(i+1)m

. Supposeṽk is

such thatdk = mini {di}, if dk < ǫd, whereǫd is a pre-specified error tolerance (we

usually set it to be 1), we removẽvk from Ṽ. Repeat the same operations until no

more vertices could be removed from the set. This returns thefinal reduced vertices

set V̂ = {v̂0, . . . , v̂l−1}.

• QUADRANGLE FITTING: We formulate the quadrangle fitting as an optimization problem.

We first construct the set of all straight line candidates forthe quadrangle boundary based

on the pruned vertices set̂V . We then seek the best combinations of four lines which

returns the highest score according to the criterions we introduced below to obtain the best

quadrangle.
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Fig. 6. Results of rectified business card.

– Boundary line candidate set: For eachi = 0, . . . , l, construct the ordered

candidate boundary line setLi = {v̂iv̂(i+1)l
, . . . , v̂iv̂(i+nd)l

} = {li1, . . . , lind
} wherend

is an integer value which specifies how far we should look forward to form the line

candidates from one specific vertex. We generally set it to be4. We finally obtain the

ordered set of all the boundary line candidatesL = {L1, L2, . . . , Ll} = {l0, l2, . . . , lp −

1}. Note that the order of the lines are also ordered according to the ordering of the

vertices.

– Quadrangle evaluation: DenoteQijkl be the quadrangle spanned by{li, lj, lk, ll}

wherei < j < k < l, {θ0
ijkl, θ

1
ijkl, θ

2
ijkl, θ

3
ijkl} be the four corner angles spanned by the

four lines. LetNF , NQ and NF∩Q be the number of pixels identified as foreground

business card pixel, the number of pixels inside the quadrangle Qijkl and the number

of pixels in the intersection of the former two sets, respectively. Also, let Nc be the

number of vertices point inV which are in thedc neighborhood of the four line

segments formed by the four lines{li, lj, lk, ll}. We usually takenc to be 3 pixel. Also

note that there aren vertices in the vertices setV. Then the fitness of the quadrangle
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Fig. 7. An example of S-Shaped curve.

is evaluated by

SQ =
nc

n
4

√
√
√
√

3∏

i=0

(1 − | cos θi
ijkl|)

√

NF∩Q

NQ

+
NF∩Q

NF

. (38)

The Qijkl with the largestSQ is regarded as the best quadrangle. In principle the cost

functionSQ favors the quadrangle whose boundary and enclosed region coincide with

the boundary and enclosed region of the segmentation results the most. It also favors

quadrangle whose corner angles are nearπ
2
. This is based on the assumption that the

users usually try to face the frontal of the business card to the camera. Moreover, a

post-processing could be performed by collecting the Sobeledge points in the neighbor

of each boundary lines and then performing a weighted least square fitting to further

refine the position of each of the side lines of the quadrangleshape.

– Heuristics to reduce computation: The most computation intensive part

of the optimization process is the evaluation of
√

NF∩Q

NQ
+

NF∩Q

NF
in SQ since we must

count the intersection of two region in the image. The following heuristics have been

adopted to reduce the computation and they have been proven to be very effective:

∗ If the length of a line segment̂viv̂(i+j)l
, 1 ≤ j ≤ nd is less than1

16
of the minimum

of the image width and length, then we do not put it in the boundary line candidate

set.

∗ If any of the corner points of the quadrangleQijkl falls out of the image size, we
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 8. Results of enhanced business card image.

simply discard it without evaluating theSQ for it.

∗ If nc

n
< 0.5 for Qijkl, we simply discard it without evaluating the other term ofSQ.

∗ If | cos θi
ijkl| > 0.2 for any i = 0, . . . , 3, the quadrangle is discarded without further

evaluation.

• RECTANGLE RECTIFICATION: Once we have obtained the best quadrangle shapeQ∗
ijkl for

the business card in the image, we can easily identify the four corner points. Then by

utilizing the techniques in [28], we can easily estimate thephysical aspect ratioRα = Wl

Wh

of the business card. To rectify the quadrangle, we need to determine the size of the rectangle

after rectification. Since we do not want to lose any image information, i.e., each image

pixel inside the quadrangle in the image must have a direct map in the rectified rectangle

image, we must set the lengthLr and widthWr of the rectified rectangle to be suitable to

achieve this. We firstly identify the longest side of the quadrangle whose length is denoted

as Lq, and denote the longer length of the two neighbor sides of thelongest side asWq.

Then, if RαWq > Lq, we set theWr = Wq and Lr = RαWq, otherwise we setLr = Lq

andWr = Lr

Rα
. We then have the four corner points of the rectified rectangle to be(0, 0),

(Lr, 0), (Lr, Wr) and (0, Wr) and they are corresponding to the four corner points of the

quadrangle. A homography could be estimated from the four pairs of corresponding points,
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and we can easily re-warp the quadrangle shaped image patch to the rectified rectangle by

reverse mapping with bi-linear color pixel interpolation.

We present the step by step results of each step of the shape rectification subsystem through

Figure 4 to Figure 6.

Figure 4 presents the results of curve simplification based on the segmentation results of

those images presented in Figure 2. The blue curve overlayedin each of the image is the

boundary curve from our segmentation algorithm and the white points are the finally simplified

vertices of the boundary curve. As we can easily observe, thecurve simplification algorithm

adopted significantly reduces the number of vertices of the curve while the simplified curve still

represents the originally curve with high accuracy.

Figure 5 presents the results of quadrangle fitting from our optimization criterion. The green,

blue, red and yellow corner points correspond to the(0, 0), (Lr, 0), (Lr, Wr) and (0, Wr)

coordinate of the rectified rectangle respectively. We alsooverlay the recovered quadrangle

shape with red lines in the image, we can easily notice how close it is fitted with the boundary

curve (blue lines) and region from our segmentation results. Also notice how the occluded corner

points (mostly occluded by fingers) are recovered through quadrangle fitting, it is not a problem

at all.

Figure 6 shows the results of the rectified business card image. It uses the estimated quadrangle

shapes in Figure 5. Note how the skewed business card text characters are rectified at the same

time with the shape rectification. Note the different aspectratios of the rectified business card

image represent very well the differences of the physical aspect ratio of these business card.

For a quantitative study about the accuracy of the physical aspect ratio of the rectified rectangle

shape, we refer the readers to [28].

3) Card Image Enhancement:To make the contrast of the text characters and the background

in the rectified business card image more sharp, we simply independently transform theR, G, B

pixel value of the rectified image through a “S” shape curve byHermite polynomial interpolation

on the average intensitȳLl of the lightest10% pixels and the average intensitȳLd of the darkest

10% pixels. In principle, the curve should map the pixel value larger or equal toL̄l and pixel

value less or equal tōLd to near 255 and 0, respectively. Here we present in Figure 7 a “S”

shaped curve interpolated on the rectified business card image in Figure 6(m).

We present the contrast enhanced business card image in Figure 8. Compared with the original
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

(p) (q) (r) (s) (t)

Fig. 9. Segmentation results for road sign images.

rectified business card image in Figure 6, the contrast of thecolor pixels has been effectively

improved. However, it sometimes causes some negative effects especially when there are large

light variation on the business card, e.g., Figure 8(d) (e) (f) are some examples. In this case,

fitting a lighting plane like what has been utilized in [28] might be of great help.

C. Segmentation of road sign images

We have also collected a set of37 road sign images from the internet, in which the road signs

are at the focus of attention. This set of road sign images contains road signs of different shapes

and different poses under a large variety of backgrounds. Wehave subjectively evaluated the

quality of the extraction results of our algorithms by categorizing them into3 different groups,

namely “good”, “fair”, and “bad”. We have7 different people to vote for the extraction results of

each image, and the extraction result of one image is categorized to the group which it receives

the largest number of votes. Overall there are27 results being categorized as good,5 being
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(a). Fair (b). Fair (c). Fair (d). Bad (e). Bad (f). Bad

Fig. 10. Fair and bad results of road sign segmentation.

categorized as fair and5 being categorized as bad. We present some of the sample successful

results in Figure 9. As we can observe, the extraction results are quite accurate.

We also present some of the fair and bad results in Fig. 10. Tworeasons may cause the

unsatisfactory results: (1). The OOIs are too small or too thin in the image such as Fig. 10(e)

where the tree behind the road sign is classified as the foreground object. This is because the

initial OOI region contains large number of pixels of the tree. (2). There are very strong spurious

edges surrounding the OOI while there is not enough differentiation between the foreground and

the background colors. Fig. 10(f) is such an example where the color difference between the

tree and the characters on the road sign is not strong enough to overcome the biased energy

force from the spurious edges. One possible solution might be to reduceα, but how to tune it

adaptively is an open issue. Note that these reasons also apply to the unsatisfactory results for

extracting general OOIs in Section V-D.

D. Segmentation of other objects

To test the ability and robustness of the proposed algorithmto extract general object of interest

from static images, we have tested the proposed algorithm ona set of63 images, in which the

OOI is at the focus of attention, from the Berkley image database [31]. This set of images are

more challenging because the appearances of the OOIs and thebackground are more complex.

With the same subjective evaluate method as that for the roadsign image set, the extraction

results on31 images are categorized as good,15 are categorized as fair and17 are categorized

as bad. We present some typical successful extraction results on this image database in Figure 11.

With the same setting as the segmentation algorithm in Section V-B, we have also obtained

successful segmentation results in a variety animal imagessuch as dog, wolf, rabbit, squirrel,

zebra, raccoon and hawk downloaded from internet. We also obtained successful results on
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

(o) (p) (q) (r)

Fig. 11. Segmentation results of general objects on the Berkeley image data-base.

segmenting human hand and head, cell phone and telephone, cups and even receipts. We present

some of the results in Figure 12. The results are quite accurate.

E. Validation of the quasi-semi-supervised EM on real experiments

One may have the concern that why the local-global variational energy formulation can achieve

better results. The reason is that the quasi-semi-supervised EM algorithm generally will achieve

more accurate estimation of the joint data likelihood modeland thus more accurate estimation

of the foreground and background model, since the objectivefunction incorporated a term to

maximize the joint data likelihood. In fact, this can be demonstrated by analyzing the failure case

of the variational energy formulation without the data likelihood potential in Figure 3(c). We plot

the marginal foreground background distribution obtainedfrom both formulations in Figure 13.

For convenience, we call the variational formulation without the global data likelihood potential
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

(o) (p) (q) (r)

Fig. 12. Segmentation results of other general objects.

as local variational formulation.

From left to right, the first row in Figure 13 presents the estimated marginal foreground/background

distributions by our algorithm upon convergence on theL, U andV dimension, respectively. The

second row of Figure 13 shows the ground-truth marginal distribution onL, U andV , which are

estimated on the manually annotated foreground/background on the image shown in Figure 3(c)

(actually, different intermediate results of the same image are shown in (h) of Figure 2, 4 and 5,

respectively.). The third row presents the three marginal distributions estimated by the algorithm

deduced on the local variational formulation.

It is worthwhile to mentioning how close are the marginal distributions estimated by our

algorithm to the ground-truth marginal distributions. In contrast, also note that how far away are

the foreground/background distributions obtained by the local variational formulation to those

of the ground-truth . It is obvious that the failure of the local variational formulation is due to
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Fig. 13. The estimated marginal distribution of foreground(red line) and background (blue line) onL (first column),U (second

column) andV (last column). The first row presents these distributions obtained by our algorithm upon convergence. The second

row presents the ground-truth distributions estimated on manually labelled foreground/background regions. And the third row

presents these distributions estimated by local variational formulation. The comparison is performed on the image shown in

Figure 3 (c).

the inability to accurately estimate the foreground/background distributions. This is not strange

because under the local variational formulation, the two distributions are independently estimated

by traditional EM algorithm [27] over the regionAF andAB, respectively, which are doomed by

the local fitting problem. On the other hand, our fixed-point iterations nicely solved this problem

since it also maximize the global image data likelihood at the same time.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a novel local-global variational energy formulation for image segmenta-

tion, based on which an iterative scheme is formulated to perform the minimization of the energy.
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Our main contributions are (1) the incorporation of a globalimage data likelihood potential to

better estimate the foreground/background distributions, and (2) a set of fixed-point equations

which we call quasi-semi-supervised EM for Gaussian mixture models. As we have discussed, the

quasi-semi-supervised EM is specially suited to deal with the learning problem with inaccurate

labeled data where an unknown portion of the labels of the data are erroneous.

Based on the proposed approach, we have built a real time system to segment, rectify and

enhance business card images. Our formulation and algorithm are also general to segment other

general objects. Extensive experiments have demonstratedthe effectiveness and efficiency of the

proposed approach. Future work includes extending the variational energy formulation for the

segmentation of multiple objects.
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